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Attend the Special
Chapel Tuesday
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Look at the Front
Page of the Digest

VEYSEY SECOND IN NATIONAL HARRIER RACE
COLBY DEBATIN G TE AM TO
MAKE WES TERN J OURNEY
To Attend Province Convention in Ohio in March
Colby is to be represented this year
at the Provincial Convention of Pi
Kappa Delta which is to be held at
Westerville, Ohio , the middle of
March. This convention alternates
with the national convention but because of the growth in the number of
colleges participating is coming to be
an affair of great importance in forensic circles.
In preparation for this convention ,
the officers of the local chapter will
undertake to arrange a schedule of
debates with colleges located between
Maine and Ohio , and will therefore
seek to cut down on expenses incident
to Holding debates among the colleges
of New England. It is probable,
however, that debates will be held
within the next two month s with the
University of Maine, Boston College ,
Connecticut State College , and Boston University.
Definite arrangements have already
been made for a debate between Colby and the University of Hawaii in
the first days of March. This will
mark the first appearance of a team
from Hawaii in this country. The
team is to consist of four trained
speakers from the University, with
thre e Pacific races represented. Prof.
N. B. Beck of the faculty of the Uni-

M a ine Colle ge Forum
at Bangor, December 4
Professor Herbert C. Libby, of the
department of Public Speaking, announced today the selection of Edward J. Gurney, Jr., as Colby 's representativ e at tlie first of this year's
series of intercollegiate forums in
which the four Maine colleges participate. This first forum will be held
under the auspices of the Bangor
Public Forum on Tuesday evening,
December 4, and Mr. Gurney will review two recently published books
dealing with the policies of the National Administration , namely, A
Challenge to Liberty by HerbertHoover, and The New Deal, by David
Lawrence.

Echo Frosh Re p orters
Are Invited for Trial

Wa lker , Sea y, Hollis
Elected By Freshmen

Th o Camera ' Club meeting planned

for hist Tuesday has been postponed
for one week, _ and will bo hold on
Tuesday, Nov. 27 ,' in tho Chemical
Lab orat or y nt 7 o 'clock. At this mootin g, tho processes of photographic
printing and enlarging will bo demonstrated, and stu dents will have tho
opportunity of making prints and enlar gements from any of their own
negatives that they wish. 'A ny Colby
student is invited to attend , whether
ho has come to an y of tho previous
"meetin gs or not.

TO FINISH 25th OUT OF 135

SPECIAL MEN'S ASSEMBLY
There will be a special Men 's
Assembly on Tuesda y, November
27, at 10 A. M-, conducted by the
Department of Health and Physical
Education. Athletic awards for the
season will be presented , and a
spec ial award will be made to Honorable Herbe rt E. Wadsworth , retiring chairman of the Board of
Trustees.

According to the rules, Mr. Gurney
will be given a brief period in which
to present tho viewpoints of the
books , and later eight minutes will
(Continucd on page G)
be allowed him to be used in any way
ho sees fit , agreeing or disagreeing
with the ideas contained in the books.
The aim on the part of all four speakers is to seek common grounds of
agreement on the general problem
under discussion, The public will have
opportunity to ask questions of any
At a conference of the editor of the of the speakers.
ECHO , Joseph Smith , faculty adviser ,
and Professors Rollins, Chapman , and
Mr . Walden , freshmen were selected
as candidate s for reporters on the
ECHO staff.
Following are the freshmen who
stitution the freshmen invited to
serve as importers are temporary until
Freshman el-ass election was held
the end of the first semester. At tlie
last
Thursday at chapel time. This
end of that time if they have proven
election
was the first Frosh election
their worth or have not fallen by the
to
be
held
under the now system inwayside of their own choosing they
augurated
last
spring to do away with
will become premanont members of
fraternity
politics.
the staff for the remainder of the
year ,
Norman Walker of Islington , Mass.,
Following are tho freshmen who was elected president. Walker is exhave been invited to servo as ECHO tremely popular with his classmates.
reporters:
He has played at halfback for the
L», Russell Blanchard , Joseph Cie- Mule yearlings this fall and was rechon , Fred C. Emery, Frank B. Mel- cently chosen honorary captain.
lon , Archie E. Follett, Harry K. HolEdward Seay of Portland was electlis , Donald B. Read , Walter B. Ride- ed vice president. Seay has also boon
out, Carleton N. Savage , Edward J. oustnnding on the frosh football club
Seay, Eliot I, Slobodkin.
turning in fine performance both in
the lino and backfield.
Harry Hollis of Newton Center,
Mass., was chosen secretary-treasurer
of the class.
.

Camera Club Meetin g
Is Post poned a Week

HERB DEVEBER RUNS WELL

French Club Listens
To Readin g of a Farce
The second regular mooting of the
Cercle Frah'cais was held Friday
evening, Nov. 10. The feature of tho
meetin g was' a very excellent and
amu sing reading' of tho farce "Anglais
tol qu 'on lo parl o," by Professor
Strong, Tho next mooting will be
hold Tuesday evening, Dec. 4. Ici on
pai'lo Francais.

FRESHMAN REPORTERS
There will be' a meeting of the
new Freshman ECHO reporters
Thursday, to m orrow mo r n ing , during chapel per iod in the college
chapel. The presence of every reporte r is required.
The meeting
will start promptly at five minutes
to 10.

GOVERNOR BRANN TO SPEAK
HERE MONDAY

Drama t ic Art Class to
Give Two Produc t ions

The Colby college dramatic art
class is ready to open their season
Thursday, December 13, with the
presentation of two plays at that
time. The first of these is a
one-act play entitled "The Killer,"
written by Albert Cowles. The following cast lias been chosen :
The Killer
Maurice Cohen
Sheriff
_Willard Dunn
Girl
Helen Kelly
Other Man
Harold Kimball
The second presentation on the
program is to be the translation of
Anatole France's play "The Man "Who
Married .a Dumb Hife.'I .^C^J-ti^iHidr
den Page is responsible for the translation from the French into English.
The cast is as follows :
Alison -I
Amy Thompson
Giles
Edward Gurney
Master Adam Fumee
Alvin Vose
Master Leonard Botal
John Pullen
Catherine
:
Agnes Carlyle
Mile, de la Garandiere
Virginia Swallow
Master Jean Maugier
Fred Banzi
Master Simon Colline_ George Crosby
Master Serafin Dulaurier
Clarence Morrill
Blind Musician
Avis Merritt
As has been the custom in past
years the acting, staging and costuming, will be done by members of the
HON. HERBERT WADSWORTH , *92 dramatic art class. The plays are to
be coached hy Professor Cecil Rollins.
In the special chapel program for
the awarding of athletic insignias
next Tuesday a unique award will bo
made, namely that of giving a varsity
sweater to Hon. Herbert Wadsworth.
The . student body of the college
feels that this is a fine move on tho
part of the Athletic Council. For
Sunday afternoon at 4.-30 a Thanksmany years Mr. Wadsworth has taken giving Vesper service will be held at
a particularly keen interest in the stu- the Methodist Church. The service is
dent affairs of the college and espec- being sponsored by the Men 's and
ially has he followed the fortunes , Women s Glee Clubs and the Young
'
good , bad , or indifferent of Colby
Men 's and Young Women 's Christian
sport teams, He has more than earn- Associations. Reverend Harold Metzed his "C!" .
ner will conduct the service, and Dr.
Mr. Wadsworth graduated from the Franklin Johnson will give a brief adcollege in the class of '92. Ho has dress.
been a member of tho Maine Senate,
Mr. John Thomas and the two Glee
He was elected to the presidency of
the Board of Trustees in 1925 and Clubs combined have been working
has served in that capacity until tho on the program for a month . The
recent mooting when he resigned be- music will be the dominant part of
cause of ill health. Mr, Wadsworth th e service. Without question this
did more than his share of work in the service will be our best musical conraising of funds for the now field cert so far this ' yoarv 'In passing, it
houso and also has boon active in ob- m ight wal l b e said that i f wo d o not
tainin g tho now cnmpxis for Colby give support to the excellent college
programs our future programs will be
an d its development.
either mediocre or nil. ,
Next Monday evening the Pub lic
Discussion Group will have the pri vilege of listening to the first citizen of
Ma ine , Gov. Louis J. Br ann.
Gov.
Brann will discuss curre nt political
trends. It is expected that a cap acity
aud ience of students and townspeopl e
will fill the college chape l for this
hi ghl ight of the Publi c Discussion
ser ies.

Herbert Wa dsworth Will
Be Awarded Varsit y "C"

Glee Clubs to Give
Thanksgiving Vesper

DEAN M U ILENBE RG, OF MAINE
TO SPEAK IN CHAPEL

MEN' S ASSEMBLY

The speaker at tho men 's assembly
op Friday morning will bo Dr.,J.nm es
Mui lenborg, Dean of tlio college of
Arts and Sciences at ,f ho University
of Maine , Dean Muilonbo"rg is a forceful sp eaker , an d Frida y 's assembly
will bo his first appearance before the
'
men at Colb y.

Mrs. Ruth Flan ders Loebs rendered
a few beautiful selections on the violin , accompanied by the proficient
p ian i st , Mrs, Viola Rpwo Rollins, at
!
th e men 's assembly Friday,.Nov. 10,
Tho selections were ; 1, One of the
Russian Mazurkas. '2. Liebostramn ,
and , 3. Mighty Lai.' a Rose.

Ottey of Michigan State
Garners Second Win
Cliff Veysey, representing Colby
against the nation 's crack cross-country runners, romped home in second
place against a starting field of 135
hill and dalers who represented 18
American college 's. It took a runner
of Olympic calibre, Tom Ottey of
Michigan State College, to lick Cliff
and then only by a meagre 250 yards.
Hcrbie DeVeber , the second Colby
man in the race finished in 25th position with a comfortable lead over
Gene Venske, former record holder
for the mile i*un.
Ottey turned in one of the best performances of his career in winning
this, his second Intercollegiate A. A.
A. A. Cross-country crown , but Colby 's Cliff was right on his heels all of
the way and finished but 36 seconds
behind the champion.
The winning time of 31 minutes
and 54 seconds for the* six miles of
rolling country over which the course
extended shows the killing pace set
by the winner who led the pack all of
the way and indicates the . remarkable

-fe at-.of- .V^.yc:f*y^" d- -rk "^' :riboT * iv sti»lf-' _ *-- -i.w

ing close to the front while such pfdih- • inent- " - stars as Venske of Penn. and
(Continued" on page 6)
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In terna tional Club
To Hea r Bett y IWuther
This Friday at 7.30 P. M., a special
meeting of the International Relations Club will be held in the Alumnae
Building. The guest speaker will be
Miss Betty Muther who is coming
here under the sponsorship of the
"National Council for the Prevention
of War. " Miss Muther attended
Colby" for two years and then transferred to Wellesley where she graduated in 1934. All Miss Muther 's
friends are cordially invited by the
club to attend the meeting.
The meeting last Friday was very ;
well attended. Emmart LaCrosse , '85,.
gave an account of the New England
Conference , telling particularly, how
the meeting was conducted. Bob William, '3G j discussed topics brought up
at the Conference paying particular !
attention to Professor Nathan 's: re-1 [
marks.
.. >.. ..;
Those interested in obtaining mem- i
bership cards see Joel Allen , '37 , or
James Glover , '37.

Al p ha Tau Ome ga

Holds Fall Dance
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Last Saturday evening Alpha Tau ¦:¦¦.' .' '¦¦Omega held its annual fall danco v at : the chapter house. The lobby was ' ! v i
;¦ ;
decorated in a color ^scheme o^p^ang'o
an d black, Streamers of. that; color * ; {
swun g from chandelier toi .: chcindqlipr!;./:¦ • :l' ' ;;
an d entwined about the lobby^ p^o^/.¦ ' ¦
/^
Oran gO'; maltose :c-0S8QS; ;;t om^thV^Wii
shields adorned tho walls'? and Jpostsr^ 11
Music was furnishodobyvthov d
Blue Jackets from: ' Lowiston^;^' ' ; ';• :'%;;f£'$':f
In tho receivin g lino ' wer$^
Normaii , Cecil CSdddardJaiid^iss iPu-jjfS
tricia Novers; .:M_ , .v i - _ ^^
Tina Thom pson , vMr^ Galbraith IMIf
MJss 'Jaho ' BfrU-for. ^-!^
'
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Athlet ic Council Votes
To Abolish Full Time
Footba ll Ca ptain
Herbert Wadsworth is
Awarded Colby "C"
Letters and Numerals Are
Awarded in Football and
Track
Larry Dow has been Colby's last
full season grid captain ; that is for
some time to come at least. The Colby A. A. votes to do away with the
old practice of selecting a leader each
year for the following season and follow the trend of the big colleges to
have the coach select a captain before
each game. After the completion of
the schedule an honorary captain
will be selected. This rule will apply
to all other sports with the beginning
of the academic year next fall.
The Council also approved the varsity football , varsity indoor track,
varsity hockey, and freshman football schedules for the coming year.
A special tribute was paid to Hon.
Herbert E. Wadsworth of Winthrop,
former Chairman of the Boar d of
Trustees, who was forced to resign
recently because of ill health. In
recognition for his great interest in
Colby college and his admiration for
the Colby footb all teams for many
years, Mr. Wadsworth was voted a
Colby "C."
Letters and numerals were awarded
as follows :
footb all—Larry
Dow,
Varsity
Gene McAlary,
Johnny Merrick,
Marty O'Donnell, Ralph Peabody,
Jack Sutherland, Monk Russell, Tiny
Stone, Al Paganuci, Foahd Saliem,
Whit " Wright, Rom . Lemie^u.x, Steve
Young, Eino Kivi, Jack Sheehan, Tut
Thompson, Lou Harold , Tom Yadwinski and Manager Don Larkin.
Frosh football numerals—Norm
Walker, Jimmy Flynn , Tom Heal,
Paul Merrick, Ed Hooper, George
Bonner, Carl Hodges, Curt Layton ,
Jimmy LaChance, Avon Hersey, Arn
Green , Eddie Seay, Charlie MacGregor, Bob Gilray and Bob Winslow.
Cliff Veysey and Herby DeVeber
were awarded varsity cross country
letters.
Ed Gurney and Ken Mills will be
given cheerleader 's letters.

Dorais Son Asks
For Uni q ue Pass

Like all coaches, "Gu s" Dorais of
the University of Detroit is driven
nearly mad by requests for passes
during the football season. Not the
least of his demands come from his
own two sons, Tommy and Billy, who
in
Detroit
are the most popular ^boys
when footb all holds sway. But the
blow-off came the other day when
Tommy put the bee on his father for
a couple of tickets, after ho already
had acquired a handful.
"Aren't you going a little strong
on these complimentary tickets?" asked the senior Dorais. "You know we
have to save a little space in the stadium for the pay customers."
. "I kn ow, Pop," replied Tommy,
"but you see this is a special occasion,
You see the water boy's broth er is in

town. "

HARDWARE MER CHA N TS
Mopa, Floor Wax, Cooking; UtensilPaints, , Broom*
Sporting Goods

JUST IN

TENNIS nnd GYM SHOES
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Undue hilarity because of drinking at football games," has been attacked by a group of students at the
Louisiana State University who have
appointed themselves a committee to
throw out of the home stadium any
who get too wild.

1^
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Dame Rumor , that slanderous maid
who never seems to do any thinking
or make any inquiries into deep facts,
has been busying herself of late in
spreading news about our fair state
concerning the 1934 edition of the
Colby football team. What has been
the nature of these evil reports? You
all know as well as I do.

—c—
The state of Ma ine contains a horde
of small time athletic sharp ies who
say much and know less. 1 am willing to point out to anyone that this
year 's Colby football team fully lived
up to its capabilities and was a credit
to that
gentleman
coach , Eddie
Ro undy. It is good to sit back and
do some unprejudiced thinking once
in a while. The team was out there
fighting every minute and did all
that they could to ga in victory. The
record of four defeats against three
victories should not be weighed too
hea vily in itself without taking i nto
cons ideration many important facts.
The most important
fact is quite
obv ious , Colby does not have the mater ial that the other Maine colleges
possess.
— C—

Maine has about 800 male students
to draw from, Bowdoin has 500, Bates
450, and little Colby has only a little
bit more than 300. When all of this
is taken into consideration and also
the fact that the Colby squad had
only 28 uniformed candidates this
fall, it is quite evident that she has
done very well. The majority of the
boys on this year 's squad were green
and it will not be before their junior
or senior yeai's that they will know
all of the footb all tricks.
— C—
Football fans in this vicinity were
com menting on the large turnout for
the f reshman football squad at the
first practice session of the year , 45
odd candidates , one of the largest
yearling squads in the history of frosh
football at the college, reported for
practice the first day . The following
day th is number had decreased to 40
and about five fell off each succeeding
day until at the end of the season
there were only twenty men out for
practice. I ask anyone how a coach
can do anything with 20 inexperienced freshmen. And these men are going to be varsity candi dates next fall.
Of this number only about 10 will
stick it out for four years.
—C—

Football is a man 's game and nets
the investor profit if he is willing to
put something into it as a down payment.. But about 25 freshmen showed that they didn 't think it was worth
it or else that they "couldn 't take it,"
to use a well known slang expression.
Let's all get interested in Colby 's football prospect in another season and do
something to remedy the situation.
Tho fellows up to Maine may be larger in numbers, but it is quality and
n ot q uantity which i s most n e cessar y
in a game. Only eleven men play at
a time and I think that in another season our eleven boys will be just as
good as the other fellow's eleven.

Touch Football ,
5
100 25
25
Soccer, .
50 25
25
5
Cross country,
25 1-25; 2-20; 3-15; 4-10; 5-5
35
Basket Ball,
25
5
100
5
Volley Ball,
25
5
50
5
Hand Ball,
25
2
35
2
Indoor Track
25
1-5 ; 2-4; 3-3 ; 4-2 ; 5-1
75
Winter Sports ,
25
1-10; 2-8 ; 3-3 ; 4-2 ; 5-1
100
Playground Baseball ,
25
5
100
5
Outdoor Track ,
25
1-5 ; 2-4; 3-3 ; 4-2 ; 5-1
75
Tennis,
25
2
35 25
Golf ,
" 2 5
2
35 25
Horseshoes ,'
25
2
35 25
Bowling,
25
5
50
5
Boxing,
25
2
50
2
Ping Pong,
25
2
35
2
Hockey,
25
5
50
5
Methods of Scoring Points Other Than Intramural Sports Participation :
;
Intramural Sports Council Member
20
"C" man—Winning Varsity Intercollegiate Sports Letter
20
Members of Varsity Squad not earning Letter for the. season
15
Varsity Manager of Each Sport
20
Assistant Manager of Each Sport
10
Second Assistant Manager of Each Sport
.
5
Freshman Numerals only those recognized for Competition
15

The students have the support of
Dean J. P. Broussard , chairman of
the athletic council , who said:.
"It is the history of footb all in
American universities that alumni
and friends mistake such occasions as
opportunities for displaying undue
hilaz-ity through drinking. Frequently this drinking leads to disturbances
bitterly resented by sob er enthusiasts.
The stand of the student body is to
be commended. "

Yost and Crisler

Seek More Kickin g

Sport Schedules
Are Released

Colby 's foot ball schedule for next
year finds three newcomers , the Lord
Jeffs of Amherst , the Fr iars from
Pro vidence , and the b ig Green and
Yellow eleven from Vermont. These
teams are among the most formid able
that Colby has ever faced and the
Amherst , Vermont and
new athletic administration is to be
commended hi ghly for br ing ing such
Providence Are Newtea ms into the Colby circle. This also
comers in 1935
re minds me that the Mules are stepping out and meeting Yale in hock ey VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
this winter. It would be a great thing
FOR 1935
for the college in athletics if they took
September
the Blue Dog pucksters over. How- 28—Amherst at Amher st.
eve r , that is not to be taken as a pre October
diction.
5—Tufts.
12-r-U . of Vermont at Burlington.
19—Providence College.
26—Bowdoin at Brun swick.
November
2—Maine.
11—Bates.
FROSH FOOTBAL L SCHEDULE
FOR 1935
October
The Colby Intramural Sports Council met last evening with Prof. Loebs 11—Hebron.
to discuss the intramural activities 18—Coburn
for the coming early-winter season. 26—Kent. Hill at Ken ts Hill.
November
The next event of interest will be the
Turkey Track Meet on Monday after- 1—Ricker at Houlton.

Intramural
Sportlights

The support of Fielding H. Yost ,
famous athletic director at the Uni- .
versity of Michigan , h a s been added
to the suggestion of Fritz Crisler ,
coach at Princeton , that the game of
football should be made more of a
kicking game by widening the distance between the posts of each goal
and possibly by lowering the crossbars.
Yost thinks the game already has
been opened up this year by rules
making forward passing more desirable.
"Forward passes from the opponents' 30 or 35 yard line have been
thrown this year," he said , "and many
of them completed for touchdowns or
near touchdowns.

!

j

noon in the field house. This will be
an intramural meet open to all male
students, but will not count toward
the all-year point system. The winning fraternity will be presented with
a turkey, and the next three fraternities will win prizes of vegetables,
fruit , chickens, etc.
— C—
The intramural indoor soccer competition will begin on December 4th
and continue until tho Christmas vacation. Teams engaging in this competition will win points toward the
all-year trophy. All games are to
be played in the field house. Bowling
was discussed at the Council meeting,
but no decision was reached due to
the fact that some financial difficulties
have yet to be ironed out.
— C—
The Intramural Council will meet
again tomorrow afternoon to determine the number of points won by
each fraternity thus far.
_-_ C —
A ping-pong table has been set up
in the gymnasium by the Athletic
Department which is for the use of all
students. Any male student may have
the use of this table at any time during the day with the exception of the
11,25 period each day. Paddles may
be secured from tho equipment room
in the locker room , but all players
must furnish their own ping-pong
balls.

Dakin
Sporting Goods Co.

The only Sporting Goods Store with
everything for sports
58 Temple St.
Waterville, Me.

TRACK

K. of C. Games , University Club ,
B. A. A., Bates at Lewisto n , Feb. 23,
Maine here , March 16.
HOCKEY
Jan. 5, Bates. Ja n. 12, Bowd oin at
Brunswick. Jan . 16, Bowdoin. Ja n.
18, Bates at Lewiston. Feb. 12 , Bowdoin at Brunswick , Feb. 14, Yale at
New Haven. Feb. 15, Brown at Pro vide nce. Feb. 21 , Williams at Williamstown. Feb. 22, Northeast ern at Boston.

PAP OLA S

Victor and Brunswick
Records

LEWIS MUSIC CO.

A Comp lete Musical Service
for Central Maine

Dine at
®PURITAN
w Regular Dinners, Steaks,

THE COLLEGE CLEANER
AND DYER

Chops, Sea Foods
Ice Cream, Sodas
Home Made Candies

Representatives at all Fraternity
Houses
Tel. 1427-M
5 King St

G ym Tennis Shoes

79c and 98c
Gym Socks 25c and 55c

--^
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W. B. Arno ld Go.

Polish,

ra

|
THE
MULE KICKS !
i

Drunks Tossed Out
at Louisiana State

INTRAMURAL SCORING SYSTEM

For Ail-Year Point Partici pat ion—T rophy of Tr ophies

.

STUDENTS HEADQUARTERS for SUITS and OVER- 1
COATS Made To Order
|
Men's and Women 's Clothes Cleaned, Pressed, Refitted
and Repaired.
Telephone 266-M

L. R. Brow n, Merchant Tailor

95 Main Str eet

Waterv ille, Maine

LEVIN ETS
Lud y '21

-

Pacy '27

WHERE CO LBY MEN MEET

tinue to drive his team along. WithMacDoBial d Lecture
out this music he might call the sig- Remains frosh
nals faster or slower than his predeProves Outstandin g cessor and throw the team off balFor Four Years
ance, spoiling the touchdown drive."

since. 1930, and will .become a sophomore at the end of this semester.
Her every day class so far has an
8 o'clock, this having been neeessary
to allow her to get to her daily work
at the law office of Holt & Holt here,
Mrs. Cornelia Williams has been a where she has been an employee for
freshman at Marshall college for four fifteen years.
Next year she will have pleasant
company in college. Her daughter
The Harvard University Library
will enroll at Marshall as a freshman,
years, and she is neither discouraged has purchased a collection of more
than 8,000 photographs of important
nor unhappy about it.
A pre-law major, she has been at- figures of the last century, including
tending one class daily each semester more than 100 pictures of Lincoln.

With charm and ease of manner ,
varied subject matter, the use of gesIn his book,' "The Conquest of the
tures in reading, and with stories of
North
Pole ," J. G- Hayes asserts
the writing of his poems, Wilson Macthat
the
claims of Dr. Frederick: A.
Donald early won the attention and
Cook
to
the
discovery of the pole were
admiration of his audience last Monas
accurate
as those of Admiral 'Robday evening at the First Baptist
ert
E.
Peary.
Cook has been called
church. This lecture marked the third
a
fake
and
Peary
has been credited
of the current series.
with the discovery.
Mr."MacDonald was introduced by
Professor Weber. Mr. MacDonald
spoke for a time on the influences of
others in helping him choose poetry
as his life work. He touched briefly
on his college life, making references
to his athletic attainments in college
and how many of these activities
This store is headquarters for everything in sportwear
proved to offer him subject matter for
the writing of many of his poems.
Leather Sport Jackets with the half Belt and
Mr. MacDonald' s poems range from
Bi-Swing Sleeves
those of our own. Southland to others
of the frozen North of our continent.
Humor, pathos, tragedy, and the human element were portrayed effectively in as many different types of
poems.
After making his preliminary I
See our new design in a "Wool Sport Jacket
one of the finest styled garments we have ever shown
speech Mr. MacDonald commenced I
the reading of his poems. Before the
reading of each poem a short space
of time was devoted to the telling of
the incidents leading up to the writing of the poem itself . Mr. MacDonald draws his material from life and
Special Sale this week on 59 Suits
all of his poems are ,based on his own
experiences and the experiences of
those with whom he has come in contact.
Mr. MacDonald read "Yvonne and
Ylette," "The Song of the Ski,"
"Grannies ," "Times Square," excerpts from "Caw-Caw Ballads," "The
Lace Maker," "Melissa's Broom ," "I
Love Old Things," and concluded his
program with a benedictory poem,
"Imminence."

$8.95

i DUNHA M 'S

In an ' effort to develop perfect
rhythm in the Notre Dame football
team's plays this year, Coach Elmer
Layden , is making one of the most
unusual experiments ever tried on a
college gridiron.
During practice sessions the Notre
Dame band is playing specially written martial, airs with which the team
is being taught to co-ordinate and
synchronize the Rockne shift.
"This experiment," Layden says,
"should not only synchronize team
play and the execution of plays, but
it should also key up the team and
send it fighting down the field. It
should enable us to teach our quarterbacks to call signals in the same
tempo and to drive the team ahead at
tlie same time at all times.
"Tho voices of tho quarterbacks
vary, and thoy call signals in different pitches. The musical note is always the same. We can play , the
music before the game and during an
offensive drive to pep up the team
and keep it in the same deliberate ,
driving rhythm , witli no variation in
pitch or tempo that would send the
players off balance.
"Finally, it is beneficial at times to
change quarterbacks, sometimes during a sustained march toward the goal
line,
"If the substitute quarterback goes
into the game with this music running through his mind , he will con-
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Waterville

May We Suggest the Following Items for
Your Christmas Last
FOUNTAIN PENS—STATIONERY—BOOK ENDS
POCKET BOOKS—PLAYING CARDS—DIARIES
50 Personal Christmas Cards $1.00
(Our Christmas Cards are Outstanding)
We repair, rent, and sell new and second hand
Portable and Standard Typewriters
(If It's In The Stationery Line We Sell It)

Others $3.95 up

|

..

_ 39 Main St.

Tel. 397

¦

Musical Footb all By
Layden at Notre Dame

A co-ed has applied for membership
in the University of Minnesota (Minneapolis) boxing class—an d after
careful thought Coach Ed Haislet has
decided that he will offer a "brawn"
course for women if enough of them
desire it.

. at:,;

Others $7.95 up
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GOOD¦ EATS
¦: ' ¦ ¦

$12.50

i

More than 200 members of Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority assembled at
Montmouth College (111.) recently"to
take part in the re-establishment of
the mother chapter of the sorority.

W. W. BERRY & COMPANY

103 Main Street

Waterville, Maine
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PLACEMENT COMMITTEE
'year there was created by President Johnson a Committee oi
LAST
Placement whose purpose is to aid graduating seniors in securing
positions. A placement committee is coming to be an integral part
of many colleges in this.present day in order that the time and money of
not only the graduate but the college may produce real dividends. Colby also
has recognized the vital importance of this function and has made a start in
the right direction.
The Placement Committee here is under the chairmanship of Registrar
Warren, and includes Professors Libby, Eustis, Foster, Miss Purinton , Mr.
Goddard , and Mr. Smith. Last year little was done probably because the
newness of the venture necessitated more or less grop ing in the dark. This
year Professor Warren has announced some tentative plans which include
the bringing to the campus of men trained in the Vocational Guidance field,
stocking the library with more complete information concerning different
vocations, and preparing a full biographical history of each senior which
will be. open to employers who may come to our campus.
The importance of this committee cannot be too greatly emphasized.
Never has there been such keen competition confronting the graduating
senior. He needs all the assistance possible in order to catch hold of some
small groove in our economic system. Other colleges have been highly successful in their placement work. Colby if it is to keep abreast to advancements in college efficiency must establish a successful placement service
also.
.President Johnson has indicated his concern in this work when he mentioned it at the recent trustee meeting. Members of the Senior Class who
have heard of the Committee are keenly aware of the possibilities for them
involved in the results of the committee. The committee has a strong personnel and without a doubt will be able to announce in the not too distant
future that definite accomplishments are being realized.

Two or three years ago, a magazine article appeared with the title
"The Cult of the Boor." In it the
author deplored the tendency of
young people to scorn good manners,
cultural pleasures, and to delight in
appearing "tough."
Something of this sort is often apparent on a college campus. Some
students, perhaps, aro just naturally
uncouth in thoughts and mann ers,
but there are many more who appear
to be just simply because of a feeling of embarassment which prevents
them from acknowledging their enjoy ment of anything with the slightest tinge of the "highbrow."
College , however, should be the
very place where one should not feel
ill at ease if one does prefer the intellectual amusements to cruder pleasures. It really is the "low brow" who
covers up his feeling of inferiority by
"pooh-poohing" those who enjoy
things that are too deep for him. After all, your college life offers you
the best chance you may ever have
of exposing yourself to some of the
most enjoyable experiences that civilized people have been able to develop, namely : the Arts.
Art is a deep dark mystery to some
p eop le, and they are suspicious of
anyone else who professes to enjoy
artistic things. Nevertheless, such
things can give pleasure that is just
as real as the joy of eating a good
beefsteak. True, some of these tastes
must be developed , but anyone who
deliberately passes up the opportunity of training his sensitivity to these
things is not being smart, he is simply
depriving himself.

WHAT PRICE COLLEGE ?
What it costs to attend college should be, and nearly always is, of genuine interest to every college student. That the youth of the country may
know in advance the cost of going to college , the office of Education ,
United States Department of the Interior, has canvassed hundreds of colleges and universities throughout the nation , disclosing that the minimum
expense average in a privately controlled institution is $818 for men 's
colleges, $901 for women 's colleges and $600 for co-educational colleges.
Quoting an excerpt from Walter J. Greenleaf's booklet on "The Cost
c.f Going to College," the Boston- Post , Sept. 3, says: "In state-supported
institutions the average cost for the college year is $376 , and with this
amount the student has a choice of some 55 State Colleges . . . Costs
rise materially, of course, if the young man chooses to go to a privately
operated college^ such as Yale , Harvard , and others. The minimum cost
at Yale for the Freshman year is $1050 . . . While Dartmouth is even
higher , the minimum being $1250 and the typical first-year cost, $1700."
The article goes on to say that privately controlled colleges and universities charge the highest tuition rates as a general rule , and the charges
are higher in women 's colleges than in men 's institutions, while charges
are considerably lower in co-educational institutions than in either men ' s
cv women 's colleges, For instance, the typical first-year cost at Radclifl'e
College is $1174 and at Wellesley, $1300.
These figures include tuition fees, room , board , and incidentals all cut
down to the bare necessities for a minimum. In such a study of college
costs no estimate is made for travel expenses , club dues, amusements,
dances, or other activities which are not a necessary part of college life.
Membership in a college fraternity usually increases college expenses, tho
cost vai'ying with the chapter joined and its added social functions. It is
roughly estimated that the fraternity student should add from $100 to $100
to' his budget for the Freshman year, and from $45 to $80 for the three
¦following years. .
For those students willing to work their way through college, employment agencies pay approximately 30 cents an hour. Governmental aid
under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration likewise pays about
tho same rate. Although the government makes no provision for loans to
st u d ents , nearly all colleges maintain student loans and scholarships. Colby
is no exception, In fact , her trustees ' give very, libera l sch olarships, and
they aro to be commended for their recent change in the basis of scholarship awards,
, .
So then , what price college? ' $600 for co-ed colleges like Cplby, say s
this'governmental survey, A few Colby students have, however, by careful budgeting and with campus employment gotten along on less than $400 ,
Thoy are to be congratulated. The average student , on the other han d ,
pays between $600 and $<J00. Furthermore ,, aftor stu dy and comparison
with , other colleges it is quite safe to say that Colby students really got

their money 's worth .

ECHO
ECHOINGS

If some piece of music, some poem,
picture or other work of art does not
convey any pleasure to you, although
it is supposed to be a masterpiece, try
thinking of it in this way :

vents for us the lost autobiography of
the emperor Claudius, an absorbing
character in himself , and in this book
the chronicler for .posterity of the
lurid pages in Roman history, the
reigns of Augustus, Tiberius and Cali"Now this fellow who composed (or gula.
painted , or wrote ) this thing must
SPORTS
have worked very hard on it. He evi- Mitchell Elmer D.
,
dently thought it was worth doing. I
Intramural Athletics.
wonder what in the dickens he was Staley, Seward C.
trying to get at. What was he tryGames , contests , and relays.
ing to get across to me? Why did
IN THE U. S. A.
he do it in just that way?"
I will warrant that you will no
longer feel bored , and sooner or later
you will begin to perceive what it is
all about- You will have sensitized
yourself to a new form of enjoyment
—and that is a real accomplishment.
Colby has no department of art,
nor are there museums, galleries,
concerts and operas constantly available.
Nevertheless, Colby offers
plenty of opportunity to cultivate a
taste for fine things. The most
beautiful of human experiences are
recorded on pages of poetry awaiting
your perusal in the library. The higher reaches of human thought are there
for you to ascend as far as you are
able. Professor White will show you
views of the best architecture that
the ages have produced. In the library is a piece of sculpture of international reputation. There are reproductions of the classic sculptures
which have never been surpassed.
There are portfolios of reproductions
of the masterpieces of art. The occasional exhibitions of pictures show
how some people find beauty in the
world around them. The musical activities of the college offer rich opportunities , both to participate in and
listen to reall y good music. The
Colby Concert Series, if continued
this year , will again bring us topflight artists to show us how emotion
can be transmuted into sound. Do
we make the most of these opportunities?

Bonn , M. J.
American experiment.

A German economist reviews the
United States, the background and
traditions upon which the present experiment in political and social planning is founded.
Dearing , Charles L.
A. B- C. of the NRA.

A purely objective account of the
NRA. No attempt is made to attack
or defend it, or to assess its failure or
success. As a source of information
it is valuable. .. . "—Times (London)
Literary Supplement.

Economics of the recovery program ,
by Doug-lass V. Brown and others.

A volume of essays which had their
origins in conversations among the
authors, seven Harvard economists.
K ent , Frank F.
Without gloves; a realistic running
comment on the great federal experiments, their operations and operators.
(Note on Kent - . . )
Criticism of thr Roosevelt administration , already presented in newspapers, over the radio , and in magazines. Proof that the ballyhoo about
there being no freedom of expression
in America is still ballyhoo.
Symes , Lillian
Rebel America

A history of those groups which
have aimed at the complete transformation , by whatever means,, of the
whole social ordei* in America.
FOR BUDDING AUTHORS
Bra ude , Dorothea
Becoming a writer.

Information on all the essentials.
farm in Maine, one wonders why he
A
good
way to reduce.
ever wanted to become a professor at
Bowdoin.
Lamb , Ha rold
Omar Khayy am.

frosh co-ed
Although extremely little is known I
about Omar's life, Harold Lamb used
his imagination and his knowledge of
Naval Academy, 121 , Colby, 0
medieval Persia to portray the man
The Colby eleven , weakened by the whose spirit he found in his poems.
Injuries of several of the regular line- This and other books by the same
Al ice Manley and Irene Rockwoo d
men , and with but few substitutes, author, The Crusades, Genghis Khan , —Two grand roommates who have
met with the worst defeat in the his- Nur Mahal , and Tamerlaine, are his- such a wealth of valuable experiences
ory of the college at Annapolis , Satur- tory written with understanding in to share with Colby—14 years in
day, when the Naval Academy ran up the manner of a story teller.
India as missionaries' daughters—opthe hi gh score of 121 to 0.
Russell, Philli ps
portunities to observe the political ,
Working their plays practically at
William the Conqueror.
religious, and everyday life of our
will , the Annapolis boys piled up 88
What made the soldier great? Mr. foreign friends—inspiring personalpoints in the first half. In the third Russell emphasizes his earlier achieve- ities contributing 1 so much toward
quarter , an outburst of the "old Colby ments in Normandy, instead of the making Colby 'sS.V.Conferences such
fight" was manifest, and the Blue and commoner view of the Battle of Hast- a big-bang-over success!!! Two reaGray held the Navy lads to seven ings and following events.
sons why Foster House Bull Sessions
points. Colby was able to make two Sedgwick, Henry D.
go "far , far into the ni ght, "
first downs in this quarter. Stearns
Dan. Chaucer,
Elizabeth Oliver—Product of M. C.
and Ham er made a 21-yard run each.
A popular introduction based on I., the Athletes' Paradise , and just as
Goldsmith worked two forward passes the researches of other scholars. If an after-thought she has a terrific yen
for short gains.
you think this is good reading, try for going home week-ends—to sort
Nearly every Colby man was injur- Kittredge, Lowes, Masefield , or Pol- of get caught up on the local news—
ed to some extent, and a few, in par- lard on the same subject. But blessed BUT IN THE MEANTIME she's tall,
ticular, sustained serious injuries. are the latest, for they are tempor- brown-haired , and "at home " to a cerMoreland received a dislocated hip in arily the most "vivid ," "fascinating, " tain D. U. caller—
the last quarter of the game.
Phyllis Wolffe—Sur ely, but not
"colorful ," "magnificent. "
Lect ure by Promin ent Colb y Alumnus Tchirikova , Olga
slowly becoming The College HairColonel C. H. French , '81, of BosSandvi k
dresser so—here's your opportunity!!
ton , Mass., who has traveled all over
Sandrik is Alexander, the author 's sometimes you don 't have to suffer to
the worl d , will give several lectures fourteen-year-old son. He was born be beautiful—see? Also an elocuin Waterville for the benefit of the on the island of Lemnos in the tionist of no mean ability. A BostonColby Endowment Fund.
Aegean , while his parents were refu- ian—and thinks Harvard graduates
Prize Offered to the Journalism Class gees from Russia , and grew while really have a broad background.
A prize of five dollars has been of- they j ourneyed from one place to anMe.i-tha Bessom—From Marblehead ,
fered to the Journalism class by the other in search of a home.
says local cars aren 't half bad at
Kennebec Canoe and Boat Company Well*, H. G.
bringing you home from the game.—
for the best article written about, the
Experiment in autobiography; dis- One of tho few Biology sharks in capcanoe factory and its products , that
coveries and conclusions of a very tivity—Big brown eyes that have
can be used for advertising purposes
ordinary brain (since 1866) .
taken in several dances. And is she
in the trade journal.
Widely publicized. Mr. Wells ranks f un!
with Thomas Edison and Henry Ford
Janet Lowell—A rising young liin his ability to make himself known. brarian who'll -explain , in detail', ' the
It can bo called interesting but hardly complicated system of procuring maCOLBY COLLEGE
"revolutionary " or "groat, " , The last terial for perusal in the Libe. Thinks
LIBRARY ANNOUNCES
part contains Ins conception of a Colby women should also have a deplanned world with which his readers bating, team!—Local mail ' man , ma y
of the past thirty years are now fa- put in a bill for* shoe leather any time
miliar.
—keeps him busy bringing reports of
Recent Additions Are
Zwoiff,
Stefan
a Vested Interest in Westbrook-—No
,
Numerous and Varied
( "
Era mus of Rotterdam.
' '
its not Rudy I
A prolific scholar of the middle
Julia Haskell—Tho girl who planABOUT PEOPLE
agos, influential in tho so-called revi- n ed the original for tho Pep, Vim and
Buchan , John
val of learning, Is scrutinized by Ger- Vigor Act—New London , ConnectiOliver Cromwoll.
man y 's successor to FJmil Ludwig,
cut, Interested and j ust;' bubbling
A biography of England' s dictator. Graves, Robert
over with . enthusiasm for everything
Coffin , R. P. T.
I. Claudius,
nt Colby—athletic, swell4an.ee.-> j 0iu _
Lost Paradise, .
Th is is fiction , b ut so secur e in its nalisti c ability—everything. Thinks
After reading this idyll of tho au- f acts that it d e serves a pl ac e h ere ho ** I). K , E. namesake does the family
thor 's boyhood days on his father 's with biographies. Robert Graves in- name credit.
10 Years Ago

NEW BOOKS

Personalities

Freshman Women Handle
Thanks givin g Dinners
This year, for the first time, the
privilege of obtaining food for the
families dependent on the Red Cross
for their Thanksgiving dinners, has
been bestowed on the women of the
freshman class.
It has been the custom in past years
to hold a presentation service for the
purpose of presenting the food to a
delegate_ .from the Red Cross. This
service has served its purpose , but has
not had much support from the college. It is the intention of the freshman women to change this procedure
in only one way. The service will
still be held but it is to be something
well worth the interest of every girl
in college.
The drive for food began last
Tuesday and continues until next
Tuesday at 3 P. M., at which time all
articles must be in the hands of the
collectors assigned to each dormitory.
Tuesday night the entire drive will
be climaxed by a service held in the
playroom at Foss Hall. There will be
a program consisting of music rendered by a freshman chorus of eight
girls, a short story continuing the
Thanksgiving theme and ending with
the presentation of the food to a representative from the Red Cross here
in Waterville.
The enthusiasm of the freshman
class has been aroused. The stimulation of the upper classmen is in the
hands of a competent committee and
it is hoped that this year's Thanksgiving contributions will mean a little
more to the women of Colby than
mere money out of their pockets.

Christian
Association
Flashes

FOUND .

One pair of gloves and one pair
of glasses. Owner may have them
by calling at the Reg istrar 's office.

Lucile Jones Elected

Me. Student Vol. Head

Under the auspices of the Boardman Society, Colby, during the last
week-end sponsored the fourth annual
conference of the Maine Student Volunteer Union. The chief speaker of
the meeting was Dr. Charles G. Gumming of Bangor, whose program was
complemented by the assistance of
Miss "Billie" Rowland of Yale.
Lucile Jones Elected Presi dent

The first of a series of monthly
vesper services is to be held at the
Methodist Church next Sunday afternoon at 4.30 o'clock. The Colby Glee
Club will have charge of the program.
The reorganized Community Relations Committee with Tony DeMarinis
as chairman has been working this
past week on Red Cross service. In
conduction with the Y. W. C. A. this
committee is now planning a Christmas party for tho underprivileged
childre n of Waterville on December
15.
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finest syrups, rich milk and cream, and quality ice
cream. Like everything we serve we, take pride in
your satisfaction and the fact that we're known on
the campus for good food and drink.
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Next to Smoke Shop
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An icy tingle forecasting the approach of winter is in the air—Colby's fairest bestow smiles of jubilant
vivacity upon the virile Knights of the
Greek Shields—
The Tau Delt and A. T. O. fall informals have passed and "a good time
was had by all. " The Lambda Chi social committee will make a strong bid
for supremacy in the annual fall originality contest on Saturday, Nov.
24, when they feature a "prison
party " with penitenitary atmosphere
in the form of cartoons and decorations by LeFleur, Porter and Nadeau.
Lloyd Rafnel will furnish the music
for this frolicsome occasion, supervised by Floyd Ludwig, Chairman of
the Lambda Chi social committee:
George Holbrook; and Cedric Porter.
The patrons will include :.- Professor
and Mrs. E. W. Millett; Professor and
Mrs. C. A. Rollins; and Mrs. Phillip
Hall.
The D. U.'s led by Pearson , Higgins
and Haggerty are decorating their
house in the fraternity colors, blue
and gold. Stalwart colleg ians and
gorgeous co-eds will trip to the soft
Lydian strains of Cecil Hutchinson
and his Royal Commanders on" Saturday, November 24. The patrons are :
Professor and Mrs. L. F. Weeks ;
Professor and Mrs. E. J. Colgan ; Mr.
W. M. Kelley and Miss G. R. Foster.
Following the Thanksgiving recess
five more fraternities will hold their
fall informals : the Zetes on Friday, December 7; the Kappa Delts on
Saturday, December 8; the Phi Delts
and Theta Kaps on Saturday, December 15, the Dekes on Friday, December 14.
Only partial plans have been made
for these parties. The Zetes have
hired Lloyd Rafnel and his Orchestra;
Al Val will play for the Kappa Delts
and inciclently this reporter chanced upon a rough plot of a most
unique dance program which the
K. D. R.'s are featuring this year
—a pen and ink sketch of the Kappa
Delta Rho house for the cover—and
each individual dance in the order
with tricky names such as: Tut
Tango, Kitty Caper , Priscilla Prance ,
Watson Wabble , Felix Frisk , Ferdie
Flounce. . .

MIT. Has Unique
Admission Charge

J. L. GIGUERE BARBER SHOP

-

fraternities Plan
fall Informals

We are talking a"bout the dance
that the Massachusetts Institute- "oi
Technology Catholic Club threw, for
>'
the girl friends.
. - '
Couples were charged admission on
the basis of the chemical value of the
bodies of the girls.
Fh'st the club officials arranged a
system of laboratory tests to determine the amount of carbon , calcium,
hydrogen, iron and other chemicals in
the human body. Then they invented
a set of meters that automatically registered the chemical price of each individual.
Every girl admitted to the . dance
was chemically analyzed, properly
priced , and then her escort paid the
toll.
The average market value of the
chemicals that make up the human
body is around 70 cents, but it varies
in individuals from 55 cents to 85
cents.

In the business meeting of the afternoon , Miss Lueile Jones, '36, this
year's secretary was elected a president for the next year to succeed
Samuel Young of Bangor. The conference ended with a communion service led by Mr. Fielder of Maine.
In a series of three addresses, Dr.
Gumming discussed "The Conquering
Collegiate and Otherwise
Faith of a World Christian. " In
stressing, first of all an attitude to-,
ward the world , Dr. Gumming urged ,
Control of athletics at Cornell Uninot a thoughtless credulity, nor on
versity, both intercollegiate and intrathe other hand , a destructive cynimural, has been vested this year in a
cism, but a critical and intelligent
three-man committee on athletic conopen-mindedness.
trol , appointed by the president of
Probably the field of international
the university. It is. the first time in
relations evoked a more lively discusits history that the university is in
sion than any other topic. Questions
the position of directly fostering
of India were answered by Alice
sports.
Manley and Irene Rockwood , '38, who
have recently returned from that
Prof. Richard C . Borden , head of
country, while Albert Beerbaum , '38,
the
department of public speaking at
upheld Miss Hilde Kerkhof , German
New
York University, and his wife,
exchange student of Bates in a dewere
attacked and robbed by seven
fense of the present regime in GerTurkish
soldiers when they landed
many.
from a collapsible boat last summer.
Miss Rowland , who later in the day
Later the governor of Istanbul apoloaddressed the Forum on the subject
gized to the pair, and the soldiers
of "A Rising World Culture," left
v/ere given prison terms.
Colby with a very high idea of Maine
;
— C— hospitality. The credit for such a faAccording to Prof. Rudolph Altrovorable impression is due not only to
cchi of the University of Calif orniat
the efficiency of the officers and comwell-known Dante scholar, Dante's
mittees but also to the group of freshDivine Comedy reveals the existence
man girls who served as waitresses
The Circus has been to town ! Sawin Dante's time of gangsters and most
and to the fine cooperation of the fac- dust, the ring, clowns, acrobats, wild
of the other bad influences-that exist
ulty and their wives in making the animals, snakes rolling drums, freaks,
,
today.
conference possible.
and everything else which is so characteristic of the Big Top of Barnum
The Federal Government is sending
and Bailey were all there. Because
approximately
70 ,000
students
the wild animals from the tropics
through
colleges
and
universities
could not stand the^ Maine climate,
throughout the United States this
the performance took place in the
year
at a cost of more than $1,000 ,arena of the Alumnae Building rather
'
00
' J j ttf
°than out-of-doors.
The entire company took part in
the opening parade, then in rapid
Whe n you think of CANDY"
succession came the six big acts, by
Thi nk of
stars collected the world over : a snake
charmer from India , tho cannibals
M. I. T. is that kind of a school , so
Dear Gladiator:
from wild Africa, Mexican Adagio the girl s just accepted it and grin113 Main Street
To some it is inconceivable that dancers, ferocious wild animals found, ned.
Waterville
Main a
anyone in college would elect a course only in the Congo region , acrobatic
simply because it has the reputation clowns from Colby, and freaks front
of being easy. Yet when the truth is everywhere.
i
known , many students are spending
After the main performance, tho
at least three hours a week listening
crowd in true circus fashion , wanderto lectures upon a subject in which
ed
over the grounds, visiting the forthoy have not tho slightest interest
tune
teller's tent and Bluebeard's
but in which they can , obtain passing
drinking pink lemonade and
castle,
grades with minimum effort.
popcorn.
munching
This mental inertia is opposed to
Almost
before
the crowd had gone,
one of the principal aims of a college,
We're proud of our fountain drinks here at the Diner, j
the performers had packed and left ;
O u r m ilk shakes, velvets and frappes-—we 've been i
Darnum and Dailey, like all circus
I
troupes, is here today and gone totold they 're the biggest in town—are mixed of the J
morrow.

Colby Women Give

The one act play, "Bread ," was
presented to a good sized audience at
the Methodist Church , in Fairfield
last Sunday evening. This was tlie
second presentation of the play which
is coached by Bob Colomy and Ann
Trimble.
— C—
Last Tuesday evening the Freshman men enjoye d their second of a
series of social evenings at the R. R.
Y, M. C. A. Ping-pong, pool , and
various other games were played.
Professor Perkins was the speaker of
the evening.

¦
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We are supposedly a superior group
of beings, allowed by reason of scholastic attainments and potential worth
to spend four years acquiring all
knowledge possible to prepare- ourselves for a hard , calculating world.
To enter a.reputed "snap" course
merely because a passing grade is
easily obtained and not because the
content is desired or desirable is to
admit oneself a coward In the performance of mental labor .
Forgetting the main roason for being in college a moment, let us look at
this attitude from the investment
angle. Our average term bill is about
$120, for which fifteen hours of academic credit are granted. This means
$24 thrown away on each "snap "
course just as surely as if they were
tossed into the Kennebec. No Colby
student can afford to pay for something that is useless.
, When , as a graduate , you leave fair
Waterville, a safe wager is that you
will not be able to so thoughtlessly
choose what you will and will not
do. It would be well then if you ,
having willingly committed yourself
to a "snap" course (and often guilty
of telling your friends about it in a
tone that denotes you think yourself
smart) , would take a little of that
energy "used telling stories and daydreaming to change to a course from
which you will derive real profit.
Leave courses in "The Fine Art of
Beautifying Fire Plugs" and find opportunity for your talent. Four
years is a mighty short time in which
to prepare yourself for a lifetime of
productive labor. Surely you did not
come to elect courses easy to pass.
That major subject you nearly
"flunked" last year dad you more
good than a dozen otmers mastered
without effort.
Non-Snapper.

Glassware

Allen 's Dru g Store
Prescr ipti ons Our Business

Telephone 58
118 Main St.
Waterville, Mo.

PARKS' DINER

CARON'S
Barber Shop

Where College Boys Go

"Phil"

"Un cle"

"Joe " ,
_

RED STAR LAUNDRY

SOUTH STREET , WATERVILLE , MAINE
FINE QUALITY WORKMANSHIP EFFICIENT SERVICE, REASONABLE ERICES
AGENTS
DANIEL AYOTTE , D. K , E. HOUSE
MAURICE KRINSKY , T. ' D, P. HOUSE
EVERETT GRAY , A. T. 0. HOUSE
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"Just Across tho Bridge " '
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HARDWARE
Sporting Goods, Paints and Oili
29 Front
¦ Street , Watorvlllo¦
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The handy personal file
•for students notes
60 ruled index cards and set
of 20 division guides

Maine

Rollins-Dunham Co.
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Oxford File-Pak

Proctor & Bowie Co.

HARDWARE , PAINTS and OILS
LUMBER and CEMENT

Telephone 450-467
Watorville
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Colby College Bookstor e

Room 12
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ieaguemg . . . me thinks the ECHO
THISA AND THATA . . .
To show that poets can have other should collect regular space- rates
S«_ lie*___ e_ r
than mental prowess, we have Wil- from Mower House . . . i f that colSpeaks
son MacDonald , the Poet-Laureate of umn isn't advertising, what is? .
Canada, who used to do the hundred and this one was dropped in the conSees All,
in 9 4-5 and play a good game of tribution basket . . . add famous
Hears All,
hockey as well . . . Len Mahoney similies : "As useless as fixing up a
Tells All
awaits a letter evei*y other day from front lawn for the Phidelts " . . .
"Pretty Boy " Floyd Haskell is playAn hones t man 's the noblest work Letha Mills way up in far off Caribou
ing
under cover style . . . Phil
. . . some think Mo e Krin sky is writof God.—P ope.
Groesbeck
week-ending with Miss
ing the Schemer Column . . . tsk,
Keppler
who,
readers , is none other
—C—
tsk, am I taken a-back . . . and if
than
the
daughter
of the Naval Atany of you read the column in the
An honest man may be the noblest
tache
to
Germany
and
U. S. Delegate
White Mule, that was his . . . and
work of God, but the noblest work of
to
Peace
Conference
in
Geneva . . .
the credit is granted avec plaisir
God is hardly to be found in the perbest
of
hick
to
Ruth
Keller
in a speedy
. . . Sparkes got back to the D. U,
son of a scandal columnist,—a stateconvalescence
from
her
recent
autohouse at 1.30 last Sun. nite just in
ment which I have daily deliberated
mobile
accident
.
.
.
Danny
Ayotte
time to meet Brownie returning from
over, have turned over and over
a week-end session at Hallowell . . . the new strong man amongst the
again in my mind, and have finally
Junior Holbrook gets very, very angry dekes . . .
decided to be, as they w;ould say in
— C—
if you call him "The Demon Lover "
j urisdictional circles, "the truth, the
. . . Cliff Veysey the most outstand- A. T. O. DANCE . . .
whole truth, and nothing but the
Stan Hersey with the Mrs. . . .
ing, yet the most modest , ever to run
truth." Three years ago I cam e to
under Colby colors . . . let's give Pete Mills back with that ever-interColby a supposedly, a n d !d o hope ,
him the recognition he deserves . . . ested attitude . .' . Eddie Seay and
honest man. Lo and behold , three
Joe Brogden and Peg Henderson have charming Bertha Beatty from Portyears have fled and gone as quickly
set an example for duos with cars land . . . Kitty Rollins especially
as Mercury on a jaunt, and where
that have- rumble seats . . . they smooth . . . Jerry Ryan and his
does the honest student find himself
locked theirs aii d threw away the key Western Union companion . . . Jim
. . . he is the Schemer now, he goes
. . . now when another couple wants Guiney with Betty Wilkinson again
slinking about in the very dark coi*to go along, they have the answer . . . Pete Evers with the import from
ners trying to get news, dirt, anything
without mentation . . . that they Augusta . . . Billie Fait poured the
to print tliat will entertain a reader.
can 't open the rumble seat . . . Andy first cup of punch and was so in the
Take him into your confidence , tell
Mellen perpetually entertaining with nature of a hostess that she didn 't
him your roommate's darkest secret,
song . . . Evans and Kay Franklin get rid- of the ladle all nite . . .
then make him promise to keep your
are getting that way . . . a travel- Helen Kelly and Jno Pullen . . . as
name out . . . h e 'll say, "Sure, I'll
ing salesman tried to sell MacLaugh- you want it, John . . . it was really
keep your name out," but don 't trust
lin some Gillette razor blades the good to see Barbara Bridge s again
him . . . he's not honest now . . .
other day . . . that's humor as is . . . Charlie Pearson spent an enjoyhe was three years ago . . . but three
humor . . . these headlines graced able eve with demure Louise Weeks
years brings about a decided change,
page three of the "Bowdoin Orient" . . . George Holbrook with the girl
especially in the character of a scanlast week: "12 5 Attend Lunch of from Farmington Normal . . . our
dal-monger . . . don't . forget . . .
Bowdoin Women " . . . Prof. Gal- elusive Don Smith with Caroline Wilall of which is . in the . way of retrobraith
found himself in an embarrass- liams . . . Leroy Young gazing wistspect, reflection, and warning . . .
ing situation the other nite when lie fully into petite Hazel Wepfer 's eyes
forgot the combination to his gym . . . and , straight from the shoulder ,
— C—
locker . . . he was forced to go home I enjoyed kicking the gong around , so
MAKEITOUTYOURSELF . . .
sans the usual apparel . . . in a car, 'elp me . . .
Whitneywrightandmurielbailiefoah my frans . . . Leon Sarin , transfer
THE SCHEMER
dsaliemblanchesilvermandonrichardso from N. C. State, left his last will and
nnancylibbypegjcfrdandotwashbuxnch testament to be forwarded to the girl COLBY DEBATING TEAM
arliecaddoovirginiamoorejimbu cluier friend in New Bedford in the event
MAKE WESTERN JOURNEY
ruthmarstonbillbowengracewheelerha that he didn 't return from a ride given
(Continued from page 1)
oldhickeybobbrownandwatchyourselfo him by the tau delts . . . antithesis
nthison ethef oughto vergirlj an etgoo dr i to optimism says I . . . Curt Leigh- versity will accompany the team. A
c.h . ' . ' . . . .
ton and Red Colman have gone junior - novel feature of the visit of this team
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to Colby will be a meeting preliminary to the evening debate at which
moving picture reels, illustrative of
the life 'of Hawaii, will be shown.
The debate squad is composed of
the following undergraduates: L. E.
Dow, '35, E. J. Gurney, '35, K. F.
Mills, '35, H. W. Hickey, '36, J. G.
Rideout, '36, H. Hurwitz, '37, R. D.
Hussey, '37, P. H. Willette, '37, W.
A. Anderson , '38, A. W. Beerbaum,
'38, J. Fox, '38, G. L. Ricker, '38,
W. B. R ideout ,. '38, G. D. Vose, '38.

(Continued from page 1)
Woodard of Harvard finished behind
them.
Last year Cliff finished third behind
Ottey and a teammate but this fall he
pulled up a notch. Cliff has one more
year of competition while Ottey is
finished. That means that next fall
Colby's star will not match strides
with the double winner orf the race but
it means too that the Blue and Gray
harrier will probably feel the winning
tape break across his chest in the
next running of the classic.

The Elmwood Hotel
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VEYSEY SECOND IN
NATIONAL HARRIER RACE

Watet »- :lle, Ma ine

H^GenlBctfonecrs

SCHOOL and COLLEGE PRINTING
CITY J OB PRINT
Savings Bank Building,

Tel. 207

Waterville, Maine

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF

MITCHELL'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

FLOWERS

We are always at your service
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Telephone 467-W

